
PRODUCTION, TV & MUSIC INDUSTRY
VEHICLES
Converted by Stanford Coachworks



OUR CONVERSIONS

The demand for production, television and music industry vehicle
conversions has increased drastically over the past 10-years and at

Stanford Coachworks we are prepared to design high-quality reliable
vehicles which meet all of your specific touring requirements. 

PRODUCTION VEHICLES

SPLITTER TOUR BUSES

SEATING CONFIGURATIONS

PREMIUM PASSENGER TOUR BUSES
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DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR SPECIFIC TOURING REQUIREMENTS
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PRODUCTION VEHICLE CONVERSIONS
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ABOUT OUR PRODUCTION VEHICLE CONVERSIONS

Our production vehicle conversions can be carried out on a variety of
different chassis. These conversions feature a separate rear

compartment, accessible via the passenger saloon, with a fold-away
LED illuminated dressing table, a roof-mounted clothing rail, 240-

volt power and storage space.
 

Contact us to find out more.
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Our production vehicle conversions feature a full dressing room in
the rear compartment.
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Production area with dressing
table stowed.

Conference style seating
configuration.
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SPLITTER TOUR BUS CONVERSIONS
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ABOUT OUR SPLITTER TOUR BUS CONVERSIONS

Our splitter tour bus conversions can also be carried out on a variety
of different chassis. These conversions feature a separate large rear

compartment designed to carry specialist production equipment. We
can also include custom-built storage compartments and roof-

mounted clothing rails.
 

Contact us to find out more.
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This splitter tour bus conversion was carried out on a Volkswagen
Crafter L2H2 chassis & includes our client's personalised signwriting.
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Rear equipment storage
compartment.

Forward-facing seating
configuration.
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SEATING CONFIGURATIONS
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HOW WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR CONVERSION
CONFIGURED?

We offer a number of different seating configurations for the
passenger cabin's of our conversions. 

 
For production vehicle conversions, we recommend a conference

style seating arrangement, allowing easy access from the passenger
cabin into the rear production area.

 
For our splitter tour bus conversions, a forward-facing seating

arrangement also works really well. 
 

Contact us today to discuss your passenger cabin layout options in
further detail.
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Conference style seating configuration with centre table and day
bed fitted behind rear row of seats.
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Forward-facing seating configuration with rear upper level storage
shelf.
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PREMIUM PASSENGER TOUR BUS CONVERSIONS
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ABOUT OUR PREMIUM PASSENGER TOUR BUS
CONVERSIONS

If you're looking for something a little more luxurious, our premium
passenger tour bus conversions may be more suited to meet your

requirements. These conversions focus on ultimate passenger
comfort but can still feature small rear storage areas if needed.

 
If you're looking to take your conversion the extra mile, ask us about

our Monaco-style luxury seating!
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This production vehicle featured our Monaco-style seating,
configured in a conference style arrangement centred around a table.
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This premium passenger tour bus featured custom stitch seating
with extra comforts such as embroidered cushions & blankets.
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This conversion featured our Monaco-style seating with plenty of
passenger space and fold-up tables & cup holders.
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Small LED illuminated dressing
room at rear of vehicle.

Comfort passenger seating
with thick pile carpet.
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01375 676088

sales@stanfordcoachworks.co.uk

CONTACT US TODAY:


